Crash

Watching the film "Crash" in class made me deeply touched, and caused me to think about racial discrimination, affection, good and evil of human nature and other aspects. Discrimination sometimes results from your own panic and inferiority. Affection can produce infinite power, even beyond life and death. And good and evil are just a momentary difference, a tiny act may cause unexpected results.

The film describes racial conflicts and cultural conflicts. White people want to make a gesture of equal respect for people of color, but discriminate against black people in the heart. Black people are wary of white people's discrimination, and the other side is Asian, Asian. It also discriminates against other people of color. The quarrel between the two head-to-head crashes was very interesting. The first crash was the wife of an Asian trafficker and a South American detective. Both scolded each other's ethnicity and discriminated against each other's race. At the end of the crash, the clinic woman received an insurance company adjuster, a black man and an Asian man. The two used the same race as the attack target. This phenomenon is ridiculous and very sad. Such mutual insults only show their unconfidence, and they all strive to please the mainstream society. Only white people are the dominant mainstream. They can say hypocrisy and give their equality as purpose as a philanthropist. Sometimes insults are often self-inflicted. Such as the teenager who complains about racial discrimination every day, such as the old Chilean man who has been looted, or the television director who would rather be humiliated for his face. In the eyes of a teenager,
everything in the world indicates discrimination against people of color. He believes that the whole world wears colored glasses, and in fact, colored glasses are in his heart. I saw nails in the eyes of others, but no beams in my eyes. While the teenager complained, he forgot that he was doing everything that caused people to complain.

I was very impressed by the story of the two pairs of father and daughter in the movie. The locksmith's father told her the story of an invisible cloak to encourage her daughter to get rid of the shadow of the bullet. A wonderful story, the subtlety shows the greatness of father's love, and gives the daughter courage and strength. When Dad was robbed and pointed, his daughter rushed out bravely: Dad didn't have a cloak. She flung into Dad's arms to help him stop the shot. The girl held up a smile: Dad, I can protect you. It is the power of the father's love that allows her daughter to face the bullet without fear, and to protect her father, because he gives himself the most important things.

Another pair of father and daughter, the grocery store owner said to her daughter: I have met a fairy, she is an angel. Yeah, indeed a kind little angel. In fact, he didn't know that his daughter was his angel. When the daughter bought a gun, she bought an empty box of ammunition. It was her daughter's good intentions that saved her father.

I think the Los Angeles police officer has changed the most. He hopes to find better medical assistance for his sick old father, but at HMO, at his request, the black staff responsible for handling this matter will not sign the documents to allow his father to go to another doctor. Later, when dealing with traffic jams, the police broke out the grievances in his heart on a black man and his wife. He molested his wife in front of a black director, leading the black family to the brink of collapse. The TV director is even
more so. For his face in front of friends, he would rather be humiliated and cowardly. His
original intention was to save face, but in the end he lost his dignity, and in the eyes of
his beloved woman, he completely lost his dignity. The dignity of a man is very
sensitive, especially in the presence of a beloved woman. His wife's accusations against
him are a great blow to him, but I have no sympathy for him, and I think he is insulting
himself. But this white policeman is not simply a bad guy. He loves his sick father
deeply, and when he is desperate to rescue the woman in the car that is about to
explode, he is so great, and when the woman in the bus thinks When he was a police
officer who had molested himself, the moment when time was still, the relationship
between people could be so contradictory and sad. She refused to help, desperately,
"No ... anyone can come to save me, but you can't" she cried. The fire was in sight, and
the car was about to explode. The woman was scared and received help. The
resentment in the woman's eyes slowly disappeared, leaving tears of gratitude, she
forgave him, and the police completed her redemption through her rescue. That justice
policeman is back. There is no absolute good or bad, but when he thrusts himself into
the car, when he saves her, he is an angel.

I don't think there are good people and bad people in the world, only good things
and bad things. There are only differences in background and encounter between
people, which makes them so much different. Human's basic desire is not sex, but to
overcome inferiority and compensate for desire. The formation process of human
criminal psychology is: physical defects, or low socioeconomic status, or poor
educational impact. Therefore, only in a friendly social environment, people live a happy
and harmonious life, without polarization and discrimination, crime will be greatly reduced at this time, to the minimum, which is also a major goal that our society wants to achieve!